Modified divided differences (MDD) provide a good way of representing a polynomial passing through points with unequally spaced abscissas. This note gives recurrence relations for computing coefficients in either the monomial or Chebyshev basis from the MDD coefficients, and for computing the MDD coefficients for either the differentiated or the integrated polynomial. The latter operation is likely to be useful if MDD are used in a method for solving stiff differential equations.
Here we think of the 4>¡(n) as coefficients of a polynomial expressed in terms of the basis polynomials c¡ n(r). In [3] , the presentation focused more on the <¡>¡(ri), which are the modified divided differences of w computed at t = tn, tn_x, . . . , tn_i+x. To simplify notation, we will no longer explicitly include n when referring to the various parameters defined in (l)- (3) . Note that for the case of constant stepsize, ß{ = 1 and the MDD reduce to backward differences. In most applications <(>. is a vector and computational savings can be realized by taking advantage of constant steps when they occur. More details can be found in [3] or 14]. where Tk is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree k, j = q -1 is the starting point, and in this case to get the final result we need / = -1. The step from / = 0 to / = -1 is a special case and will be treated separately. As before, we equate coefficients in Eq. It is sometimes convenient to get a scaled value of r in the rfc. That is to obtain the Chebyshev coefficients for the case Pq_x(r) = S C_x k Tk(\T). Such C's can be obtained by replacing a, with a/X in the recurrence (12) and replacing all Ws in (13) with ViK. For example, \ = h gives an expansion using Tk(t -tn) in place of Tkit-tjh. If one is using the method outlined in [3] or the code in [4] , the a's are available at the time of integration. Except for the case X = Vi, a multiplication can be saved in the innermost loop of (12) When integrating stiff equations, the best integration method depends on whether the most active transient has decayed. If a procedure such as that in [3] is used, changes in the method involve either getting coefficients for the integrated polynomial when leaving a transient region, or for the differentiated polynomial when a transient is encountered.
The best algorithm we have been able to find for the case of variable stepsize is based on using the recurrence in (7) to get the polynomial in the monomial basis, differentiating or integrating this polynomial (which is trivial) and then doing the reverse of (7) to get back to the original basis. Thus after running through the recurrence in (7), \¡Jk is replaced by (A: 4-l)i//fc + 1, k = 0, 1, . . . , q -2, for differentiation (or with ipk_x/k, k = q, q -I, . . . , 1, for integration). In the case of integration, \¡j0 is set to the constant of integration. The reverse of (7) and the reverse operation simply involves treating (17) as a triangular system to be solved for the Vky'n.
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